
because of political panic, but, let us lead it from the 'bottom
up' because we can see the problems and wish to contribute to
the solutions."
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Screening for antibodies
to anaesthetics

No case for doing it yet

Anaphylactoid reactions occur in between one in 5000 and one
in 20 000 anaesthetics, and death occurs in about 4% of these
reactions. Most reactions are caused by intravenous anaes-
thetics and muscle relaxants and occur during induction of
anaesthesia.' There are now radioallergosorbent tests that
identify IgE antibodies reacting with some anaesthetic drugs
(thiopentone, suxamethonium, and alcuronium).2 These tests
may be used for investigating anaphylactoid reactions and for
screening before anaesthesia.3 Their use for screening has
recently been boosted by a statement made by Sheriff Kelbie
of Aberdeen in a fatal accident inquiry, but their use in this
way is fraught with problems and needs careful examination.
The inquiry followed the death of a young mother who

apparently suffered anaphylaxis induced by suxamethonium,
although she had received the drug safely more than once
before. The Sheriff recommended that "health boards should
consider screening people coming on to their waiting lists for
elective surgery at the initial consultation, particularly where
the patient is female, has previously had suxamethonium as
part of anaesthesia and/or has shown signs of other allergy."4
At the moment sensitivity to only three anaesthetic drugs

may be tested by radioallergosorbent tests, and only some
anaphylactoid reactions during anaesthesia are mediated by
IgE.'5' Reported studies have given results on only a few
patients, and the validity and accuracy of radioallergosorbent
tests remain to be ascertained -even among populations that
have had anaphylactoid reactions and in which clinical details
are known. Such studies are prone to sampling, measurement,
and reporting bias, which often result in an overestimate of
the test's usefulness.7 Moreover, even a test that is useful in
investigating patients who have suffered reactions might
perform poorly as a screening test.7 The positive predictive
value of a test depends on the prevalence of the abnormality to
be detected.8 Thus in a population with a low prevalence of
abnormality even a highly specific test will detect a few true
positives and many false positives9: if the prevalence of
abnormality is one in 10000 a test with 100% sensitivity and
95% specificity would generate 500 false positives for each

true positive. Many patients might thus have an unnecessary
fear of anaesthesia and might also-because of restrictions
in drug selection-receive suboptimal anaesthesia. Cross
reactivity between relaxants and false positive results in
patients with raised plasma IgE concentration must also be
considered. 10-13

Apart from patients with a history of adverse reactions to
anaesthesia there is no clearly identifiable subgroup which
would merit testing. A history of atopy is not predictive,14-16
and a history of previous exposure to particular drugs is
unlikely to be helpful: nine out of 10 patients in one study who
reacted to suxamethonium did so on first exposure to the
drug.'0 The screening would have important medicolegal
ramifications and might encourage more defensive medical
practice.'7 Finally, the cost of a mass screening programme
might be enormous: the cost of testing for each individual
drug is about £1. There would have to be increases in staffing
and resources at clinics and in laboratories to perform the
tests, and there would be the costs of follow up and
counselling of patients with positive results.

These problems must be answered before routine screening
with radioallergosorbent tests would be sensible, and data
from prospective studies are required to assess its potential
usefulness. 18 At present there seems to be little justification for
its introduction in mass screening. Deaths from anaphylaxis
may be reduced by taking an adequate drug history thus
avoiding giving for a second time a drug that has already
precipitated an adverse reaction. Such catastrophes do
occur." 10 The management of anaphylactoid reactions is
sometimes poor2'-possibly because of the rarity of such
events. Anaesthetists in training should be taught to rehearse
an "anaphylaxis drill."
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